REC Warranty Claim Procedure
In the unlikely event of needing to make a warranty claim on REC panels, we have proven system in
place to ensure a smooth and hassle-free processing, ensuring our customers get the best possible
service. Simply complete the form at www.recgroup.com/claims with as much detail as possible.
Uploading pictures and other supporting documents will help us provide you with fast and efficient
feedback to resolve the issue swiftly.
2-STEP PROCESS TO FILING A CLAIM
Part 1: Required Information for a Claim
Include information such as :
• What is the issue on the module?
• When did the issue first occur?
• How was the issue discovered?

Warranty claim refers to
product workmanship and
performance of the module.

• Where is the panel in the array?
• Full address of installation site.

Transport claim refers to
issues related to panel
transportation and handling.

Refer to Part 2 for the required
documents to be attached.
List all the claim module serial
numbers that can be found on
frame label, front side module
and label on backsheet.

Part 2a: Required Documents for Product Workmanship Claims
Attach photos of the claim under the “Add attachment” section of the form. Ensure the pictures are clear and of good quality as failure do to so
may result in a request for better images to facilitate the claim and delay the process.
3. Close up of the defect on the front and rear sides of the module

4. Photo of product label on rear

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

(e.g. glass breakage)

(e.g. IR image of cell)

(e.g. IR image of connector)

Rear side (F1 - F8) module

2. Photo of full rear side

Front side (F1 - F8) module

1. Photo of full front side

F2

F1

F4

F3

F6

F5

F8

F7

5. Entire array showing the location of the module(s)

Note: On occasion, REC may require additional information
such IR image to make further assessment.

Part 2b: Required Documents for Performance Claims
Attached the required photos and information under “Add attachment” section of the form as below. Ensure the pictures are clear and of good
quality as failure do to so may result in a request for better images to facilitate the claim causing delay to the process.
1. Photo of full front side

2. Photo of full rear side

5. At least one month’s panel production and optimizer
voltage charts of the panel(s) being claimed and
adjacent panels. These can be taken from the
monitoring portal.

3. Photo of product label

4. Entire array showing the location of the module(s)

6. Close up photo(s) of junction box

7. Module Voc multimeter measurement

Note: Kindly provide any other information available related to panel performance that
may help REC to further assess the claim. REC may on occasion request additional
information for further assessment.

Part 2c: Required Documents for Transport Claims
Attached the required photos and information under “Add attachment” section of the form as below. Ensure the pictures are clear and of good
quality as failure do to so may result in a request for better images to facilitate the claim causing delay to the process.
1. Photo (s) of the affected pallet
inside the container and during
unloading/unpacking

2. Photo(s) of 4 sides of the pallet

5. Photo of the product label(s) affected

3. Photo of full front side

4. Photo of full rear side

2. Delivery order receipt with damage noted
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